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The Don McArthur Spatial and Intensity Digitizer (SAID)
4/26/92 Jeff Sc

arose from
The Spatial and Intensity Digitizer or "SAID"
creating
a
low
cost
video
analog
to
digital
converter
'
an early attempt at
(A/D) . In 1976 no monolithic silicon A/D converters existed, and their cost
was outside the range of most video art budgets . As this component was
basic to any digital video processing, a 6 bit A/D converter was attempted .
An A/D converter of 4 bits or less was commonly constructed using a string
of high speed comparators, but greater than 4 bits was difficult to perfect .
Basic to an A/D converter is the sample and hold amplifier, to-pick
out a sample of the video voltage, and hold its value till it is converted
into digital form . The conversion from analog voltage to a digital code
is next, followed by an digital encoding to develop a binary output number .
The output of the binary encoder is often "latched" to hold a stable value .
The internal conversion element speed often determined the highest clock
speed possible . A horizontally locked oscillator was available to
slow down the clock rate, till the conversion was stable . This was generalized
to allow wide variation of oscillator speed . The output of the A/D converter
was fed to a companion Digital to Analog converter of 6 bit resolution .
The result of the circuit was to "digitize" the video signal
into numerous digital "thresholds" and arrange them as vertical strips .
The spacing or width of the vertical strips of video was adjusted by an
Switch selection of the number of digital bits, was also
oscillator knob .
available . This would be an early digital example of the "posterize" function
(the bit selection), and a stripes are the horizontal component of the
"mosaic" function of current digital video devices .

Experimental Television Center Ltd .
Program : Systems Approach to Video Lrt
Don Mchrthur
Attachment
Don McArthur has been working at the Center for about six months . In this time
he has designed and partially constructed the Spatial and Inter sit;;" Digitizer
which is ~ccusidcred by several artists to be a major step forward in the
development of systems for the artist )A videotape trill be sent to the Council_
under separate cover which illustrates the mechine in operation . His extensive
background in the area of theoretical phyoics and his work with ccr>>uters as
well as his open and creative approach to systems design make h:~m ::unique and
extreme]-,r valuable contributor to the development of video art tools . In the
powerful influence on the directions
time that he has been with us he has had a
of the Center and has encouraged us to carefully consider the needs of the
working video artist . We have long felt th&t the artist needs innovative tools
with precise control, and Don Y:as the knowledge and interest to design these
systems at low cost . As indicated in the Center's L~roposal ore of cur main
directions for 1975-76 will be the development of new video syE:tems and the
interface of computer control with image processing equipment such as the
two types of colorizers available at the Center, the Pail-/Abe Synthesizer
and the Jones Gray Level Voltage Controlled Colcrizer . As these tools are
developed they trill be made available to working artists at the Center and
will. !)E3 cui :;tr1. :_)ut.eJ. t(_ Ir1tE:;'~~tF;i,. L;roUpb an :.1
iJa_ ter W2'ivht, .C, Leina nfJ
` rel &.1 icrlZhip of I:-cr:
Tl f:
Va-u k~., i-Ir J )...e Pa- .c . z=nC1 Da li d cU is tJl" .iz'h the vt.?1t.C_ i .;~ .s
1-1
prove; to be L,
Inf"_uence on - e evcl"uticri of tho :;rt . Don i c: . : t} -:ur i :~
o
central. t tills productive relationshin, and we asl: the Council. te h .el-) _itiPu, po t he C'::1 e=' ii:tc::ds c s°_ ok furti:'o_
nort Lin . I t shcu l Ci be noted
froM other fcunaations, particularly the 'Locl :efeller Founda -~,ion, for tti.e

'r .

support cf 1,jr . 1 cl .rthur's projects .

